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I n a move to enforce promoting the serial “2005 Taiwan

Marine Year” campaign, the Coast Guard Administration,

Executive Yuan, has begun by staging a “Marine disaster response

symposium - Examining Taiwan’s domestic response mechanism

broaching from the Southeast Asia Tsunami” as a campaign

opener.  Held at the second conference room in Coast Guard

Administration’s first office building at 13:30 on January 28, the

symposium is presided by deputy administrator Mr. Yu Chien-

shih, and joined by local marine disaster response, tsunami and

earthquake related agencies and academic representatives.

Following a major earthquake registered at 9.0 on the Rich-

ter scale that erupted off the coast of Sumatra, Indonesia on De-

cember 26, 2004, not only the intensity of the quake has been

ranked  the fourth in history, but the tsunami triggered has had

the disaster extended to cover Thailand, Malaysia, India, Sri

Lanka, or even to East African countries, such as Somalia, creat-

ing major disasters all around.  Situated in active tectonic move-

ment regions where the Philippines plate and Eurasia plate come

to meet, Taiwan has had its faire share of experience with tsunami,

such as a major tsunami hit following an intense quake that broke

out off the coast of Keelung in 1867, taking hundreds of lives and

making it compelling for Taiwan to be prepared for probable

threats of tsunamis.

Revolving around a central theme of examining the local

response mechanism broaching from the Southeast Asia tsunami,

the symposium unfolds through invitational topical reports by

National Taiwan Ocean University professor Lee Zhao-hsing,

professor Hu Chien-yeh; National Kaohsiung Marine professor

Chang Kuo-dong, together with briefings on tsunami warning,

reporting and responses provided by Central Weather Bureau

oceanography forecast center, National Disaster Rescue Technol-

ogy Center, Chinese Rescue head brigade, Maritime/coastal Pa-

trol General Bureau ,Coast Guard Administration, where partici-

pants of varied expertise brainstorm through opinion exchange

to conclude innovative, practical and constructive recaps, in-

tended as references in the legal/political framework and oper-

ating mode in Taiwan’s marine disaster response measures.

The Coast Guard Administration has reiterated that stag-

ing the “Marine disaster response symposium” has been part of

the serial “2005 Taiwan Marine  Year” campaign, and it is the

Coast Guard Administration’s intention to continue campaign-

ing the four major activities of a “Marine culture”, “Marine

ecology”, “Marine vitality, “ and Marine participation” to steer

the local population to be further aware of the marine  affairs,

and to jointly embrace the concept of becoming a seafaring coun-

try with ecological soundness, security and prosperity.
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